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By Stephanie Salvey

You'd think it was a Big Foot sighting the way
some of the Portland music tribe was clamoring
around "Did you see ? Did you hear? Were
youatthatJam?Didyoufedwhathawened.
lastMonday?"Wrthin hours ofhis arrival
home, the songwriter's songwriter,
Jerry Joseph was on stage jamming
with his comrades.
When Jerry Joseph is in
town, the underground network functions at it's finest.
Not much advertising is
needed fora packed show because everyone is saying
"Jerry's playing tonight.
Jerry's got ashow:'We all pass
the word along. In the Pacific
Northwest there is only one
Jerry, no last name, everyone
knows we mean Jerry Joseph.
Sittingin, orsneakingin
an q>eningset,Jerryhas been
playing all over town.One night last
month, Jerry added a little magic

1990, life's Just Bitchin 1988.

toanalreadya~meshcw.On
~wereX-Little Women pal

St~ James and theSkinhorse
band, as well as Wick guitarist Dirk Sullivan. The magic
Jerry helped create that night
kept eyes closed and mouths
open.
One great difference between a ~ show and a recording is the introductions
to song'>. Ignored by many
performers, a cool anecdote
isasmuchapowerfulmemoryasthesongitsel£When
the songwriter shares the wheres and whens of the
song, what or who was the inspiration, it brings an
intimate feeling and a better understanding to the
crowd
The Irish tell the best stories and half Irish Joseph is a master story teller. As any of his friends will
tell you, Joseph sees life from a different angle. Different from me and you. Different from other
songwriters. Somewhat on the dark side, Jerry Joseph's
song'> reveal the irony, beauty and pain of life, not
unlike a Gus VanSandt film.This is evident even more
so when his song'> are prefaced with one of his a~
some introductions. Jerry's stories always hush an already attentive room ofpeq>le. Out it comes. Maybe
an old favorite, or something totally new. Fans, artist

Jerry Joseph ; somewhat on the darkside
manager, club ·owner, music critic and fellow
songwriters all listen when it's time for another story,
like the one about the Hollerin' Monkey, complete
with the monkey's can. Beautiful!
Fans can stop Jonesing for new material because
aJerry Joseph releaseiS forthcoming in the next month.
Wrth it's bright baby blue cowr depicting a comfort
picture from his home, the CD looks and sounds all
Jerry. Titled Love and Happin~ the CD features
old favorites such as "Rick and Ricky"(two lovers who
don't love each other no mo') and some newer song'>
such as "Tm Balloons" and "Henry" which Jerry introduc.es as songs about friends but might also be
coined as autobiographical. This new release will be a
great addition to Jerry's other projects; The Welcome
Hunters 1993, Radishead 1992, Pretty Wiped Out

Portland's Pens have been
flying all summer and now into
Autumn as one of her great
songwriters comes home to inspire and be inspired. At a recent
opening gig for Barenaked Ladies,
Jerry claimed that he doesn't write political songs any more. He's fooling us
though. Having seen many things
through his travels around the world,
Jerry must write about what he observes because he carries the gift and
the burden ofthe songwriter. This
was shown recently when Jerry
left in the middle of an acoustic
show that he clearly was enjoying. As he split he yelled to the
performers, "I've gotto go. Ineed
to write a song right now:' Inspiration for a songwriter, inspiration from a songwriter.
Jerry Joseph hug; his men
friends as hard as he does those
that are women. Jerry's warm
~ and friendly manager, Tony
~ Hansen, doles out those same
~ hug; as he talks to Jerry's fans
.g, and business acquaintanc.es
alike. Tony projects that saltof-the-earth feeling that has been
sogreataboutJerryandissolackingin the music industry. This powerhouse manager offers the right combination oflove and professional guidance. Sans the typical gold chain and
unbuttoned shirt ofmusic industry types,
Hansen (previously seen sweating and admiring at
Jerry shows) is the perkct rnidclle man for the artistic
songwriter. Tony is currently concentrating on publishingthe rest of Jerry's 150 plus songs and booking a
national tour. This focus at the proper level may be
the key to Jerry's quantum leap through his career.
Both men realiz.e something that many songwriters/
performers miss - that god, or goddess, put some
people on earth solely to write and perform and other
aspects of the business should be left to the experts.
Jerry Joseph doesn't recogniz.e his talent in the
grand way others do. He seems unaware of the mutual respect and adoration he generates among the
great songwriters in Portland . "I should be opening
for those guys" Jerry humbly commented when he
Continued on page 10
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I went to see Terry Robb's electric band
last night at the Candlelight Room. The first
thing that I noticed was that there wasn't a
candle in the place. The second thing I noticed was the barstool by the
door. I took it and
ordered a coffee.
The place was

-BAR

EXTRAPouro
BY LAINE SCHELIGA

packed. My coffee cost a buck. It was a pretty
good cup, but the barkeep didn't offer me a
refill the whole goddam night. Lots of upscale
dorks roaming around in nice suits and
braces. There were long hair earthen cigarette
types, and lots of drunk pretty girls staggering around being cute and playing pool and
pretending not to notice anybody.
The band fired up and they were a rocket
out of the chute. I was impressed. Standing
up front was Terry Robb; a kind of skinny
chinless guy who you wouldn't notice on the
bus, but who played the guitar like a man possessed. He sort oflooked like Pete Townshend,
and played with more soul and taste than any
blues player I've seen in recent memory. The
band cut through the R & B backbone with
numbers like "Bleeding Heart" and "Me and
My Woman" and "That's All Right Momma".
Not a lot of flash, this guy, not a whole
lot of stage charisma, not a pile of theatrics,
no jumping around and posing making the
"guitar face''. ..but a trick set of chops and bare
bones, clean, wicked guitar playing. Terry's
fingers are like blue creatures creeping fast all
Page 6-1WO l.OUIES, October 1994

over the maple
neck. He didn't have to play
overwhelmingly loud .to get his point across
either, which was nice for a change, and the
indication of a pro. His voice sounded a whole
lot like Mose Allison; sort of a disinterested,
tonal necessity that, after all, didn't really
matter.
Terry threw in a little whammy bar extrapolation, a little wah-wah now and then,
pulling guitar tricks out of his bag carefully,
sliding them in like gifts, one at a time. Then
he'd stand aside to let his buddy Alan Hager
take over on his Les Paul. Nice tonal contrast,
those two, the Strat versus the Les Paul, and
Alan was no slouch either. He looked sort of
like a mini Garth Brooks up there, and he
played with the melodic sense of somebody
with some book learnin in his guit~r case. Alan
had some nuts too. I think he'd been seriously
blue a time or two himself.
After the set I connected with Terry outside the club. He wanted to sit down, so we
walked out to my truck and we talked during
the break while he rested his fingers and his
hams. He didn't look too comfortable sitting

there,
and I think
the reason was
that he was sitting
on a pile of my manuscripts and the seat was pushed
up all the way. But Terry was too
polite a guy, or maybe he was too tired,
to say anything. Still, he was eager to talk it
up a little. Said he was from Vancouver, B.C.,
thirty-eight years old, cut his teeth there traveling around playing guitar with a guy named
"Ramblin Rex." Terry plugged his band: Greg
Fisher on drums, Albert Reda on bass, and his
partner on guitar, Alan. Said he was working
on an acoustic CD, to be simply called "The
Terry Robb Acoustic Trio" with some cuts including a few Portland notables. To be released, ladies and gentlemen, around Thanksgiving on Burnside Records.
Like most guitar players doing it for a living, Terry comps, does sessions, production,
is the leader of the band, records and produces
demos, and the usual list of things that musicians want to do, or have to do, to make ends
meets.
And, like microbrew, fir trees, and the
mighty Willamette, he's a Portland staple. Insert your own journalistic comparison here.
Terry Robb plays at the Candlelight
Room on 4th and Lincoln every Wednesday
night, and he and his band load their weapons and fire up about 10 PM. No cover. Put
down the pool cue, shut up, and check him
~.

u

This month's In the Mix has some exciting existing structure of the AFM to make necesnews about the Recording Musician's Associa- sary reforms and strengthen the union and to
tion, some studio news from our Eugene core- elevate the levelof representation for professpondent Andrea Woosley, and some spar~---..,.."""::=----7ional musicians.
kling news from Portland's local studios.
If you are a musician who is in the
studio recording, there is information that
you should not only know about but understand concerning the RMA.
Local 99 union organizer, Calvin Walker,
has arranged for the president of the RMA Dennis Dreith to come to Portland on the 19th of
November and discuss the opportunity of making the RMA more potent locally. Here's a bit

inner workings at the upper ranks of the recording business in Los Angeles. With recent film
credits like "The Addams Family;' Mobsters;'
"Shout" and "Misery;' Dreith knows the recording business ropes,
'--~Th::e~R~M!A~=---~~--:~•i~iin
and it's that kind
~
ofinsider savvy,
say many recording

~~~!~~~~-!.,~:_~~~;;;;;~~-;-.

pros,
that
was
missing
within
before the
AFM, with chapters in Los Angeles, New York, RMA.
"Only a small percentage of the union
Nashville, Orlando, Spokane and Northern California. It is a non-profit organization run en- members are recording musicians:' says Dreith,
"yet those players are probably responsible for
80% of the union tab:'
Stayed tuned to next month's TL for more
details for the November 19th meeting.
From Eugene, Andrea Woosley has checked
into a few studios to find out what's going on
and here's what she's found out.
Gung Ho Studio, owned and engineered by
Bill Barnett. Bill's a guitar player with at least
20 years experience in the recording industry on
both sides of the board. His expertise along with
tirely by musicians active in the recording in- his skills have attracted artists from all over the
dustry. While their primary function is provid- west coast. Recently while in Eugene, Tori Amos
ing research and advising the Federation dur- made an
appearance along with
ing contract negotiations, RMA is in the foreTom Jones. Lofront of virtu- ally every issue affecting profescal talent
sional studio musisuch as
T h e
(Cherry
Poppin')
Daddies

"Bob Stark has an impressive resume
ranging from working with Nightnoise,
Heatmiser, Dub Squad, Dan Balmer, The
Principle and Poison Idea"
of background on what the RMA is all about.
In 1983, after a series of unpopular decisions by the Federation leadership adversely affecting full-time studio musicians, recording
musicians across the United States and Canada
began informal discussions that led to the conclusion that to receive adequate representation,
they had to band together in one unified voice.
Having learned the bitter lessons of
separat-

est CD at
Gung Ho.
has also
between
worked
with
the Musicians
Eugene's Laura Kemp,
Guild and the
Virginia Cohen, Love
Bob Stark and Michael Allen Harrison at the Whitehorse Hlxln9 console
American FedDeath and Agriculture.
eration of Musicians.
The Bluebinos, Mark Allen and In June have
cians several years earlier, the Recording MusiRMA president and composer/orchestra/ also dropped some tracks in one of the only two
cians Association was formed to work within the conductor Dennis Dreith is no stranger to the
Continued on page 20
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by Laine Scheliga

I'm nursing a vicious hangover today. Sweating wine and wheezing like an old man. Tired and
haggard and crabby. I can't keep this up much
longer, this drinking and listening to music and
smoking and babbling bullshit far into the night.
If I do, I'm going to rot out my internal organs.
My brain is soup, my liver feels now about as moist
as a piece of jerky, my face looks like a clenched
fist, and my gut is as perforated as a postage stamp.
Life is rich. I keep a loaded .357 Magnum on my
dresser, and it gives me solace. Somehow knowing
that I can punch my own ticket or anyone else's
anytime gives me the sweet desire to carry on and
write to you, the faithful Two Louies readership.
'IWo Louies: the periodical that has done more for
softball than any other music trade publication of
its kind in the world.
In essence goobs, today is a perfect day to be
powerfully and mercifully dischordant, as you can
see by my life long penchant to bite the hand that
feeds me.
Another from the Oh But Aren't Celebrities
Interesting and Fun Department. Another freak
show gone berserk here ladies and gentlemen, another media clusterfuck for Crisco eaters, another
blending of celebrity dysfunction to give inbred
American trailer park dwellers something to have
an opinion about. The perfect, absolutely ultimate
adventure into American Bad Taste. Of what do I
speak, you ask? Why, of the heavenly wedding of
Lisa Marie Presley and our buddy Michael "micro
pee-pee'' Jackson, ofcourse. Is there anything more
controversial? More appropriately weird? More full
of the delicious, natural goodness of whole milk?
And what do you suppose, ladies·and gentlemen of Northwest America, would be the result of
the spawning of these two super-powers, these
twisted American icons, ·oinin now at the loins?

~ OletJ4

Continued from page 5
found out songwriters Brent Williams and Steve
Lockwood would be openers for him at his weekly
aco\Nic shows Tuesdays at Vmnie's. These shows are
reminiscent of those intimate Little Women shows a
year and a half ago, with Rob O'Hearn and Gregg
Williams. Jerry will be performing solo, jamming or
breaking in his new band for a few more Tuesdays
while he solidifies his next tour.We can look forward
to a record release at La Luna on November 10 fuaturPage 10 - TWO lOUIES, October 1994

Perhaps a super-nova explosion that throws the
earth from its orbit? A rock and roll holy baby who
transcends time and space by moonwalking? Will
their union create a black hole in the universe that
will suck the earth to its doom? Or will the offspring be an anti-Elvis? A rotund little baby made
entirely ofplastic with mutton chops? Or a cheeseburger and meatloaf gobbling poo-rat who buys
songs from itself?
What if the offspring were born ...normal?

to the olden days when marriages were arranged
by families to increase land ownership. Except in
this case, the coupling is an effort by the Colonel
on one side, and the Jackson's attorneys on the
other to expand publishing holdin~ to create the
largest music publishing empire in the history of
recorded music. Essentially then, as so much in
show biz, it is a Jove wrought of unfathomable
greed.
But wait. Why dwell on such negative possibilities? Think of the movie version. Final scene.
Two young lovers, hand in hand at the alter surrounded by the evil powers of covetousness and
avarice. The colonel is already trying to cut a deal
with Joe. Liz Taylor is there by the buffet eating all
the shrimp. Macauley Culkin is pissing in the
punch.
But the two say their vows, gazing deep into
one another's eyes, oblivious of anyone but each
other, and their Jove is strong.. .so strong that the

"And when the smoke clears Mike and Lisa are
standing there together hand in hand, suddenly
and miraculously unfettered by neuroses, parasitic
business managers, or unsuccessful surgeries."
And stayed that way?
My Lord, that would be the strangest possibility of all.
This unholy coupling, granted old news, is
perhaps an example of the Tom Waits trui~m:
"There is no devil..:it's just God when he's drunk."
Seems like ol' God's been on-a pretty good bender
lately. And, once again, out poor, tortured buddy
the King of Rock and Roll spins like a top in his
grave.
Of course, there are always those yaysayers,
those eternal optimists that will invariably get
weepy and say, "Oh now stop now. They are just
two youngsters very much in love." And, I suppose, that there is always this strange, although unlikely, possibility too. And in America, land of romance and tenderness, we'd all like to believe the
movie version, now wouldn't we?
To me the whole bizarre thing is comparable

moment the vows are spoken the forces of evil on
each side actually negate each other! There is a tremendous explosion! Oh! And when the smoke
clears Mike and Lisa are standing there together
hand in hand, suddenly and miraculously unfettered by neuroses, parasitic business managers, or
unsuccessful surgeries.
And as the music swells, they will run, oh how
will they run! Laughing, giggling, slo-mo. Running
to join in innocent splendor their friends of the
woods and beach: the spotted owl, the tufted titmouse, the baby harp seal, the beaver and the dolphin, the Chinook salmon and, yes, even the lowly
shrimp.
And as they romp together bathed in pure
gossamer love, all of us come to know together the
wondrous, divine and mysterious beauty that is
this our mother earth.

ingmany different types ofperformances by Jerryand
company. From a h~ stage at the Aladdin or La
Luna or from where he can transfer energy at eyelevd
at Vmnie's, Jerry Joseph imparts a po~ sound,
awing dd fans andreM:Omers alike,~ow, Jerry needs
to awe himself. Let's hq>e the nee<ied confidence
comes with the release of Love and Happiness. (And
were not talking about the CD.)
Admired by so many, no one can figure out why
Jerry hasn't made it so big that ~d have to travel to
see him. Pundits are confused why such a powerful
songwriter and performer has not been noticed more

at the national levd and why were not reading news
of Jerry sightin~ in Rolling Stone, rather than just
seeing a picture ofWoody Harrelson, Urban Masaya
band mate, playing Jerry's guitar (Rolling Stone, Sept.
20, 1994).
In possession of talent and powerful man~
ment, now all Jerry needs is a little luck.Altruistically,
we want him to grt huge and n~ come home, just
spreading his win~ for flight is reward enough. Selfishly, Portland celebrates his arrival back. Welcome
home Jerry.

LL

LL

As the World turntables

The union's board of directors now inSo, is everybody clear on the Everclear Association) of the United States and Canada.
Or , as their detractors refer to them, "Rich cludes four RMA members.
Capitol Records deal?
The RMA has already made a financial
Probably the best deal ever for a Portland Musicians Association':
Calvin is bringing the president of th~ impact. "The AFM special payments fund for
band (rumored between 400K and 900K).
the motion picture and phonograph industries were always run by people who operated on an almost autonomous basis. But once the
RMA stuck our noses in the
situation, the receipts for our
musicians doubled."

AF of M organiurs Carol Rossio and Calvin Walker on Tim E~s'. Electric Surf Television
Three albums guaranteed, with one being a rerelease of the album "World OfNoise" recorded
at Tim Kerr Records.
Capitol won the bidding war, beating out
Electra and Priority.
A&R Vice President, Perry Watts Russell,
expects to sell "200,00 units of the first
Everclear album and between 350,00 and
400,000 units of the second."
Everclear guitarist and lead singer Art
Alexakis cemented the deal in an hour and a
half long conversation with label president,
GaryGersh.
Bassist Craig Montoya and Drummer
Greg Eklund will be quitting their day jobs...
That militant Calvin Walker is at it again...
Hired as an organizer for the American
Federation of Musicians months ago, Calvin's
'already planning to expose the membership
to the cutting edge of organized musical labor...
The most influential musical organization
these days is the RMA (Recording Musicians
Page 16- TWO LOUIES, October 1994

RMA, Dennis Dreith, to Portland on November 19th for a union sp'onso~ed recording industry seminar.
This is pretty daring stuff for Local 99. It
hasn't been too many years since the RMA and
the AFM were at war in Los Angeles. At one
point in the vicious dispute Bernie Flecischer,
president of AFM's Local 47in LA, unsuccessfully sued the RMA for libel. The RMA was
fonned from disgruntled members of Local
47, the local that boasted the elite recording
"studio musicians" that cranked out most of
the music for records, movies, television and
advertising jingles. The guys who generated
80% of the revenue for Local 47 but got no
respect.
"The only reason we had to form the
RMA is because unilateral decisio}\s were being made for us, and we were never asked for
our input."
Nowadays the RMA is an official part of
the AFM. "It's not all peaches and cream, but
we're not looked upon as that renegade outfit
anymore:' says Dreith.

The ZZ Top "Nearfield"
project is getting nearer...
Billy Gibbons checked
,a
i:6 in from aboard the ZZ bus on
~ the road just outside
-& Pensacola, Flordia. "Wanted
to let ya'll know that we now
have DMXAudio on the tour
show
buses."
Billy first heard DMX in
the TL·offices on his four day vacation in Portland last month.
Gibbons is planning to move one of his
state-of-the-art"Nearfield" recording facilities
temporarily to Portland from Nashville.
"We'd use the room for six month, and
leave the gear and the techs there for another
six months. To work with local acts."
The "Nearfield" technology requires only
9 feet to either side and the rear to function.
No "tuned" room. ZZ's latest RCA album" Antenna" was a nearfield recording.
Europe and the story in Rolling Stone are
getting nearer...
The Jim Mesi Band is gearing up for their
first foray across Iceland, Holland, Belgium,
England, Scotland and Gennany in the Spring
of 1995. This tour will coincide with an upcoming feature on the band in the venerable
Rolling Stone Magazine expected out in
March.
Mr. Mesi's CD ' .A Hot Night at the Candlelight" recorded live at that venue and released

II
As the World turntables

last December is generating all the interest.
Triplett has been the production manager
Mesi also shines on Criminal Records new CD for Robert Cray, soundman for Nu Shooz,
release, "The Sun Valley Sessions" along with Curtis Salgado, Love On Ice, and most memoDK Stewart, Paul Jones, Don Campbell and rably, Billy Rancher.
Chris Mercer.
Most recently Billy has been in
Amsterdam and all across Europe helping
Flood Bucket is four parts Sweaty Nipples Monti Amundson and the Blubinos build a
and one part Love On Ice...
following.
LOI lead vocalist Dan Krueger and Sweaty
Triplett mixed and mastered the new
Nipples vocalist guitarist Scott Heard have de- Lansings CD at Dennis Carter's Falcon Stuveloped a CD's worth of material that drum- dios.
mer Brian Lehfeldt calls "straightforward and
John and Kate Lansing's new release
largely structured around the intertwining "You're Not What Momma Had In Mind" was
guitar and vocal melodies of Scott and Dan." recorded at Rex Recording and Dead Aunt
Sweaty's Davey Nipples joins Flood Thelma's studios. Feature guest appearances
Bucket on bass along with Dave Merrick on were made by Albert Garcia, Skip Parente,
piccolo bass.
Bradley Price, Evan Shlaes and Dover
In September Flood Bucket did sessions Weinberg in addition to Lansings regulars
at London Bridge in Seattle and will continue Larry Behn, Lin Poulson, Kenny Sawyer and
the project at Whitehorse in Portland. A re- LaRueTodd.
lease on Ash Records is scheduled for late NoWednesday, October 19th KUPL Radio
vember.
will host a release party for the Lansings at
"We sound like
a cross between
Stevie Ray Vaughan
and Black Sabbath."
You can catch
Flood Bucket live at
Belmont's Inn the
27th of October.

BY BUCK MUNGER
Steve Hettum was as much of a manager
as Billy Rancher would allow...
These days Steve splits his career between
promoting gigs and appearing as "Pearly"
Hettum; singer/songwriter/guitarist.
October 7th Steve does a little of both
when he presents The Billy Kennedy Quartet
and Kelly Joe Phelps with Dave Mathis at the
Musician's Union Hall on 20th & Sandy.
"Pearlj' will also appear.
The Kennedy Quartet features Dan
Balmer on guitar and Sam Henry on
drums... sorta "Tom Grant meets Naplalm
Beach at Woody Allen's house..."
Kelly Joe Phelps is fresh from El Lay and
a spot on PBS where he plugged his new
Burnside Records release.
There will be a $3 cover and "adult" beverages will be served...

Last alternative festival of the season...
The newest Two Louies contributor
Stephanie Salvey
and her restaurant, Vinnie's,
presen ts "Harvest
Jam~ October 21,
22 and 23 at Silver
Creek Falls.
The event
headlines at least
The
other
eight bands inBoom Chuck Billy...
cluding Higher
Coming from
Ground, Tree
that music mecca
Frogs, Naked
Kalispell, Montana,
Faith, Haymaker,
Billy Triplett never
Wick, Skinhorse,
figured to land a job
Alchemy and
in the worldclass,
Calobo. Campworldwide sound
ing, concessions
business.
and a weekend
"I remember, at
"drum jam" will
my first Jive concert,
entertain attendlooking at the sound
ees.
ZZ's Billy Gibbons and Guitarist Jim Mesi: Nearfield in the future?
technicians and
Silver Creek
wondering how they ever got their job."
Falls is 60 minutes south of Portland on 1-5 at
I Rock 'N' Rodeo on SE Spokane.
That was four and a half world tours ago.
.· LJ.
I the Mt.Angel/ Silverton exit.r
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Continued from page 7
24 track studios in Eugene.
Next up for Eugene we have Pro-Arts Productions. Pro-Arts Productions, owned and engineered by Tony Proveaux. Tony has 15 years
in the business and coins himself as Eugene's
only alternative music studio. Tony has a 16
track studio with affordable rates . Being a guitar and bass player, Tony knows what it takes to
get that intricate, individualized sound. He has
worked with quite a few alternative bands, such
as artists off of the Elemental and Schizophonic
labels like the I-5 Killers, and the "Northwest
Un-Grunge" artists. Also Tony is working with
a handful of Eugene's alternative artists such as
Floater, KPants, Oswald 5-0, The Headhunters,
and even Portland's Flapjacks. Tony currently
is working on a surf compilation featuring band
like the Surfonics, Surf Trio, The Flapjacks as
well as others.
Lastly from Eugene, we have Song Tree Productions. Owned and engineered by Roger
Briand who has been in the industry since 1987
when he put together his first album (an environmental children's album) right in his own

"back bedroom" recording studio. After discovering that he could put together a whole recording studio for the same amount of money he
would have to spend to have his children's album done; he decided to go ahead and get that
studio put together. Roger has a 25 x 20 foot
area to work with with a Yamaha baby grand
piano with various guitars, drums and mikes etc.
The dientele at Songtree are diverse in talent as
well as backgrounds. Ranging from clergy releasing christmas CD's, to bands like Stone Biscuit to local rap artists. Currently Eugene's Judy
Vogelzang is working with Roger on her 4th CD.
Roger has a host of quality studio musicians with
competitive rates. You can find Songtree at
28281 Spencer Creek Road in Eugene. You can
get a hold of Roger at (503) 68 7-1621 for rate
inquiries.
Further on up the road, in Portland, we
have two studios who we're spotlighting this
month. Rolling out the Red Carpet.. ..
Gavin Pursinger out at Red Carpet Treatment is proud to announce the addition ofChameleon Production to his list of services. Chameleon is a 32 channel 4-track Digital Audio system for film and video. Chameleon specializes
in musical scores for corporate training and instructional videos.
Gavin has just finished recording Robert
Brown's CD (which is now ready for mixing)

which will be mastered in Los Angeles for A &
M Records. Diamond Eye has a new 9 song CD
being released as well this month from Red Carpet Treatment.
Next up we have Whitehorse Studios with
one of the talented engineers, Bob Stark. Having an engineer behind the board as good as Bob,
is the key to turning out quality recordings. Bob
has an impressive resume ranging from working with Nightnoise, Heatmiser, Dub Squad,
Dan Balmer, The Principle and Poison Idea.
Bob has a flair for composing music for video
as well for Nike, Intel and Freightliner.
In addition to being a top notch MIDI programmer and digital audio editor, Bob has a
loyal following of artists who choose not to
record anywhere else but at Whitehorse, stating
that it is a matter of the "T" word...trust. If you
trust the engineer to record the music you create then there really is no reason to go anywhere
else. One such artist is Jessica William's who
flies up regularly from San Francisco to finish
her current recording project.
A lot of talented people recording quality
music here in Portland.
Next month is the TL label guide featuring
some news oflocal artists releasing new CD's in
the last few months of 1994.

u

Want a new Guitar for $20???
For $20 you CAN make your guitar's pickups Terry Robb - "Great clarity...improved the
and electronics come alive,
harmonic range ... the guitar has a neat ringing
like they were designed to do ...
quality.. .I like it!"
Ever notice how most guitars have muddy
lows, homogenized midrange,
and a thin brittle rus;tti end with an abrupt
Jim Mesi - 'Gave my Guitar more clarity and
decay slope? This is due to the cheap factory meat to the tone ... embodied the sound of the
connecting wires. If you know how to use a guitar...boosted the 2 and 4 switch position on
soldering iron, for $20 you can replace
my Custom Shop Strat...took all the good
the stock connecting wires inside your
things I like about my guitar,
guitar, and put in the finest electrical
and made them better!"
comnination known to man, Pure Silver Wire
with Teflon as the insulator. LaJoie's Pure
Silver Wire corrects those problem areas.
Installation available for $30 extra
over 60 guitars of all kinds have been
call for an appointment
upgraded so far, with no
dissatisfied owners!
LaJoie's Pure Silver Wire available at:
Robbie Laws - "Volume and tone became
Denny's Music
more responsive ... enriches the tone ... the
40SW 3rd
signal is fatter and more open ...has a pure,
Portland OR
clean, crisp, Strat tone ... great
midrange ...highly recommended ..."
503-295-6808
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A soundman has two primary jobs. First,
he is responsible for reproducing to the audience
a mix of instrumentation, voice and percussion
that is well-balanced, presenting the performers
and their performance in the best possible light.
Second, he must know how to mix monitors so
that the musicians can hear exactly what they are
playing, singing, banging, whistling, honking,
tooting, twanging or thumping from stage. He
must accomplish this great task while treading
around the very sensitive egos and insufficiencies of the musicians whom.as a rule, know squat
about mixing sound.
Above all and at no cost, he must avoid that
which is the earmark of a lame soundman ...the
dreaded scourge of feedback. He must have an
ear for composition, for layering, for subtlety. He
must be flexible, innovative, creative in times of
great stress.
And Portland's most famous working soundman,
Billy Triplett, has all of these
qualities, as well as a gentle
genuineness of character.
Billy, aka "B3""sound by
the pound" Triplett got his
start by torturing Todd
Stilwell of TS Recording Studios into taking him on as apprentice. Stilwell, although
initially a reluctant teacher,
took the implacable Billy under his wing and into the studio to listen to records, analyze recording technique, and
repair the equipment that the
young Billy was inclined to
fry. Eventually, this led to an
opportunity for Triplett to engineer Maynard Fergusen live
on the Conquistador Tour in
1976 with insufficient equipment and a nervous demeanor. Triplett crafted
Maynard's sound
well enough to
get the job and
finish the tour.
"That's
when I first went
through Portland
and immediately
fell in love with the

Around town, Billy is most warmly remembered as the sound guru for Billy Rancher & the
Unreal Gods. Triplett raised the live mix to an
art form with the Rancher phenomenon, pass-

required to get a haircut before admission; of
working on the ~oard surrounded by machine
guns and riot police; of being held hostage and
forced to play to regain his passport.

((Triplett' s first Portland studio gig took
place in the studio in the bowels of the
Two Louies mansion"
ing on a full time gig running sound for
Queensryche to work with Billy Rancher. "
Rancher's band was the greatest band I've ever
worked with" Triplett fondly reminisces.
But Billy is no stranger to celebrity. He's

But Billy Triplett always had his heart in
Portland. Every few months you'd see him at the
sound board in the Key Largo adjusting the
monitor mix, or on the stage at Starry Night repositioning a microphone; always that familiar
professional presence that guaranBilly Triplett backs up Keith Richards
teed the night's artist would get a
chance to have their music heard.
Currently, Billy is known as "the
fourth Blubino" in Monti
Amundson's trio. With Triplett at the
board The Blubinos have established
a strong touring base in Europe with
two CD's out on Holland's Munich
Label. Two Blubino releases, "Mean
18" and "Obvious Rock" are starting
to sell as well in this country as they
do in Europe.
Besides traipsing around the
world engineering live sound for the
greats, Triplett has produced everybody in town, including Jerry Joseph.
'Tm working on this new Lansing
cb and I've got some productions
tffiderway at my new facility, Studio
57. (located at 58th and NE Portland
Hwy. in Portland)" He is currently
working with The Land of the Blind,
La Llama, and is in negotiations with
The Strangers from San Francisco.
Interestingly, Billy pauses to
give his parents credit. He remembers when he told his father that he
. e sche\ ga
wanted to play drums. His father,
'o'I \,.a\t\
ever careful and always supportive, took Billy for
worked with a drive and explained that hanging around in
Clapton, Steve Miller, smoke filled bars with musicians was not the kind
The Motels, Samantha Fox, Mel oflife he would like to see his son live. After Billy's
Tillis, Robert Cray, not to men- success and 19 years of his doing just that, his
ti on steidy work on the parents retired and, ironically, started a blue grass
"Corndog Circuit" doing county band, requesting that their son do their sound
fairs with everybody else. "Wake up and produce them.
times, and I'll always come
and smell the mustard" was thecryofBig
Billy Triplett is a good example of being
home to Portland:' His first PortBilly working the fairs.
world class but staying close to home.
land studio gig, by the way, took place in the stuTriplett expounds on adventures in foreign
dio in the bowels of the Two Louies mansion.
lands; ofentering venues where the audience was
LL
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Vinnie'sand Stoneground
Present

HARVEST JAM
•

at

Sliver Creek Falls

3 Day Outdoor Festival
•Wick
•Skinhorse
•Alchemy
•Calobo

•Higher Ground
•Tree Frogs
•ttaked Faith
•Haymaker

Camping, Concessions, Drum Jam
·, L

FRI • SAT • SUtl
OCT 21, 22, 23
(Silverton exit off 1-S)
Tickets

ZZ4-TIXX
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Monti Amundson of the Blubinos for the cover of 'IWo Louies Feb '89
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